
J/ J.U/ 1J. 

Dear Jim, 

Although I'm deeply immersed in the preparation of court papers, for which 

there is a close deadline, I answer your interesting 3/6 immediately. While I 

would not consider the Klan sophisticated enough for this kind of operation, 

anything in which they may have been involved would be of great interest. There 
is ome that sounds like feedback and there in some that could be a perfect fit. 

Until I know more I can't eaalutte. Thong people also got information that was 

not aleazas good. Hut it is exciting and provocative. 

The name "Leander" can be two people, father(dean) and son, the father a 

sainextily fitting the description. He was excommunicated for hie racism. 

I can understand part of your sources position, but there is another part: 

what, in iu hi“ head only does no good. He has not contacted me. And if tiere is 

tiny ha rd to him, in his estimation, it in diminished, not increased, by his mot 

havingiolowledge °there do not have. 

God knows how warty plots there were to kill the man. They didn't all 
succeed, but in l,arning which did, wt have to know who wac involved in all. 

The other name you gave me is enough for a check, and I'll start. 

I do hope your source will 41ect to let you/me know more because I em now 

in a po+:31tion to do what I could not earlier. I hav„, juet returned from a very 

successful trip to Memphis , and I've many new leads and much solid fact. 

I sup.ose that airman felt he was doing nomething constructive. However, 
it is the parallel/reverse of what the Minutemen did with Khruechev. 

Thanks, 
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